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.SUMMARY 
1.  The purpose of  the site visit programme is to carry Out a quality audit of the TEMPUS PROGRAMME 
aDd; in ~cular  of the Joint European Pro  jeers, from both an academic and a fip8ocial point of view. 
Thirty  ~oe projects  in their 2nd  or 3rd year have  beca examined; a  1090  sample of all projects, 
representative of ~  subjects  and. countries  cooccmcd. -The  ~ion,  which  chairs  the  audit 
missions,  bas  obtained  the  cooperation  of academic  experts  &oin  the Member Stares  and  eUgible 
cOuntlies  and  is  assisted. by representatives of the  EC TEMPUS ·Office and  the_ IWional  TEMPUS · 
Ort;ices.  .  .  ..  .  . 
.  '  .  .  .  ... 
2.  Of me' 39 proj~  viSited. s  were judged to  be bctweeo 'cxccUeot' and 'good', ··s as 'good', 6  to be 
between 'good' and 'average', 7 as 'average', 1 to be between 'avaage' and 'poor' and 2 as 'poor'. 1bC 
ovaln scOr-e is positive sioce alritost 60% of  lhe projects wa"e cousidered to be at a good or very good 
level. whilst only a sJQ811 minority (59b) were fnmk:ly disippointiog  .. -- - ·  · 
.  .  . 
3.  1be princip~ activities .undertaken  in  the  projects ·.wen: .cowse  devclopmeot {21$),· staff mobility 
(lOCJI) and student mobility (18%). Closer analysis shows that it is an approach combining these three 
actiOns, particui8rly the first two, whiCh ensun:s the success of  a: projCc:t. 
· 4. ·  Tbe results  from  site  visit assessments  JW found  to be sttoogly convergent  with  respect  to  the 
assessment internal to the TEMPU$ administration, lbrougb wi examination of the •rma1 reports• Oil . 
the projeCts.l'be two approaches are c:Omplcmeotuy. 1be FmaJ:RepOrts. \vhicb'tbc Coordinators are 
aiked  for tend towards a mom· qualitative approach.  · 
S.  A financial audit of lhe projects was conducted in parallel-with lbe academic· assessment.  Ia may ·also 
be observed thai tbe academic and financial evaluatiOns of a givea project show a degree of  coherence. 
Assessments are dose for  799f1  of tbe pro,;Ccts.  Sixty .five per cent of the  programmes obtained· an 
'cxcelleot' or 'good' mark for their fioiiDcial  maoagemeoL·For-lbe minority,  when= doubts existed or 
wbele lbae wen: serious omissions, corrective measum;, in particular requests for reflmds, m taken 
(3CJJ -of lbe total amount granted to the projects visited). 
6.  The develO.,mcot of teaching prognuilmes, often a complex cxen:isc, is one of the important aims of 
TEMPUS. A significant number of auccesses bave  already. been recorded.  Full curricula  witb  new 
diplomas bave already beco set up in several c:ountries in wbjcds sucb as the enviroomcot, sciences 
IDd eogiDcciing,  ~emcot  and· foreign  laoguqes. Nevertbeless, some difficulties remain. eitbC:r 
,lor  leasoos cxtema:l to tbe project (of a Political or legal character, or liDked to lbe ecooomie situation) 
or for intemal reasoos (~  lack of  clear objeCtives).  :  · 
Tho importance of  dle productiOn ofteacbing malerial. a direct effect of  sraff mobility from tbe eligible. 
·countries  to tbe- Community,  ~st  be  stressed.  Opfimum rcsuiiS  are obtaioed  wbea  aew  Dianuals, 
writtaa ia a given couotty's laliaua&~ are adapted to tbe local siblalion. 
7.  Staff aod  student  mobility  blve tbe joint feature  of being  bigbJy developed  within  tbe  context  of 
projects aad are bigbly appreciated by tbe beaeficiaries. -ID  bocb  cases  serioUS atteotioo  is  given  10 
aellcction, which favours competeor.:e in the Cboaeu field aDd linguistic aptitudes.  · 
-7-8.  TEMPUS  bas  contributed  significantly  to  tbc  supply  of equipment  to  eligible  countries.  This 
equipment ranges  from  large  specialised  instruments  through  to  personal  computers,  books  and 
cassettes and contributes to raising cbe standards at beneficiary universities to an iotcrilational level. 
The "pcrts believe that the 11ccessary technical  de~elopment must be  accompanied by lbe in-depth 
renewal of  teaching methods and scructures. 
9.  The assessment that. can be made of University/Industry cooperation is still limited; Industry is absent 
from cbe initial training programmes.l:lowever, courses an4 practical work in companies enjoy definite 
succ:ess  and  some  eligible country universities are  developing training eourses  aimed at compaoy 
personoel.  ,  ·  ·  ·  . ,  .. 
10.  An involvement of  all the partoers (and an  active role for the eligible countries,  i~ particular) and a 
· bigb degree of  personal investment (on the part oflhe coordinator) are the conditions necessary for lhe 
proper  manage~t and  effective  _organisatior;~  of pro~. Democracy  in  decision-making  and 
·· -~CY.  are abO oecded. 
11.  TEMPUS started in 1990191 by giVilig priority to direct contacts between institutions and by favouring 
actions  on  this  basis.  1be immediate or foreseeable  impact  of projects  is  cwreotly  stronger at 
departmeat and faculty level than at  .tbc level of the· university or the higher education system in the 
eligible countries. 
12.  Tbe expectations aroused by the site Yisits and by the results already obtained lead to the conclusion 
that the site visit programme must continue. For the 1993194 academic year, of  the SO planned visits, a 
certain amount"will_be aimed at higher education institutions. What wiD  then be examined is the  way 
:in which syougy ocew:s betweea several_ TEMPUS projects at cbe same university. 
.  ... 
·,.  ·.1 
-8-I.  'THE SITE VISiT PROGRAMME. 
1.  INTRODUCI10N 
Jbis dOcumeat iS the first Rq)ort to be published by the Commissioa of  the European Commuoity regardiag 
rbe . implementation  'of  the  sil'c  visit  programme  which  began  in  the  8IC8dCmic  year·  1992193.  1be 
Co~o_o  plaas to publisb a similar report every year.  · 
Duriag ,tbe meeting of the TEMPUS Committee oa 29 Juae 1992 in Heniklion, the Commission presented 
its proposal. to streostllen  the  scope  for  actioa  with  respect  to  a  coniisl'cnt  and  meticulous  follow-up 
procedure  for  the Joint  European  Projects  (JEPs)  by  tbe  introduction  of the  sil'c  visit  prosramme  for 
iDdividual  ~jccts.  ·rn this resaid, the Commission took into consideration the exlcmal evaluation of the 
TEMPUS Scheme c:arricd out by Coopers & Lybrand and the rcc:oJJUDeOdatioas it contained. 
1.1.  Alms and objectives 
The aim ofrbe sil'c visit'propamme is to cany out a high-quality audit of the TEMPUS Scheme in general_ 
. and of  the JBPs in particular. Tbe principal aiin of the sil'c visits is tO carry out a  cletailcd evaluatioo of  _the 
developmcot of JBPs With refereace to their ~lared  objectiws llDd to assess the eftic::ieDcy oftbe fina.Dcial 
control to wbicb they me subject.  -
.  . 
.•  foll~  ~c  objectives have been identjfied for the site visit progr~m~DC, which Sbould:  .. 
•  . Evalual'c the impact and the acbievemCots of  1F..Ps in teimi of beocfits to. the eliJible counlriea. partner 
iilstitutiQDS and; to a lesser exl'cnt, Member States and their participating insaitutioas, keepmg in miDd 
tbe aim of  the TEMPUS Scheme concemiog the restrueturias of higbee educatioa systemS in tbe el.ipble  ' 
coam~  '  . 
.- · Evaluate the orsanisatioiaal and financial aspeccs ofJEPs in terms of their capacity to fulfil the declared 
. objediWL  ,  - .  .  .  .  ·  .  .  ·  .  . 
.  ··  •  HiJb1ipt the SireD~  as well as the weakDesses and Jimiratious, of JBPs and analyse rbe ~ircmeots 
· for moclificidioas widi resard to. operation~ admiaistr8tioa~ cool'cnt and other academic aspects of tbe 
projecb. 
•  Draft advice and rcc:ommeodatioos for possible cb.aases and ways to improve the implemelitation of the 
TEMPUS Scbeme in 1~c:tral and JEPs in p~cular.  - · 
· 1.2.  Project selection 
Tbe'Comimaaioo bad iareoded to visit some  lf>tl, of  JEPs io.lbeir secood or third )'e8l' of activity. Projects 
bCgiaains in the academic year. 1992193 were not visited. .  · 
~9-.  : 
The sample was co~posed  of randomly selected projects taking into account the proportion of national
1 and 
regional projects, their .distribution in each eligible country by subjeCt area, by the degree of participation of 
Member States as partners or con1ractors, and including, as far as possible, projects with a conttactor from 
one of tbe eligible countries. 
1.3.  Organisation of the visits 
Each  project  selected was  visited twice.  A  first· on-site evaluation was  initially  organised at  a partner 
organisation in one of  the eligible countries, if possible when all part:Ders'were present. The second visit, to 
the contracting institution, took plaa= several weeks after the first visit and consisted of  a financial audit. In · 
older to make the evaluation reports easier to use, alllb!' visits, aHar as possible, followed the same pattern. 
2.  ON ..SITE EVALUATION VISITS 
2.1.  Team of  Visitors 
To  ensure  a  consistent  and  meticulous  follow-up  of JEPs,  the  Commission  secured  the  belp  of some 
60 academic experts from the eligible Countries and the Community. The experts from the eligible countries 
were suggested by their respective National TEMPUS Offices. The experts from the Community came from 
various universities in the EC Member States. The group of  experts also included the academic membeis of 
the TEMPUS Committee.  . 
Two  academic  experts. (one from an eligible countrY  and one ~  the Community)· speciiillsed  in the 
subject mattec and area of  activity closest to the project; though in DO way linked to the project, were invited 
for each evaluation visit. The group of experts was assisted by representatives of the EC TEMPUS Office 
and the National TEMPUS Office concerned. The evaluation mission was headed by a representative of the 
Commission of  tbe European Communities, Task Force Human Resources, Education, Training and Youth  .. 
2.2. · Procedure for site visit evaluations 
The timetables for site visit evaluations were established acconling to the activities prepared by the project 
partners in the eligible countries. The date of  the visits was fixed in agreement with the JEP coordinator. 
Two~  before the evaluation mission, the visitors received preparatory dOcume~;~ts, i.e. the 'Project File', 
'GUidelines  for  carrying  out  the  site  visit  evaluation',  reporting  procedures ·and  practical· information 
concerning the visit.  .  .  .  ' 
The various members of the visitors team were asked to arrive io the eligible country concemcd the day 
llefore the visit was due to begin io order to participate in a preparatory meeting. The project coordinator 
w8s alsO invited to attend parts of  this meeting; The visitors bad to eosure ~at  lbe aim of. the evaluation. was 
clear to all participants. Moreover, they bad to agree with the coordinator on the timetable and the agenda 
of  the site visit and on bow the evaluation was to be approached. 1be  site visit bad to take place in a friendly . 
and undisturbed atmosphere, its objective being clearly evident and requiring a sound cooperation between 
lbe different parties concerned. 
Ia CIJII.,tliq  die  Ample, !hole projecU  involva.g  Ct.ech  and/or  Slovak  par11111r  Institutions  ..,._ lrelted as  mticlnal  Czcc:ht~slovlk 
proje!U. 
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During the evaluation visit, the visitors participated in ·several working sessions in which they discussed the 
projects'  strong  points,  weaknesses  and  limitatio~ns. with  the  present. partners.  The .  visitors  met  and  · 
· :1:.'  interviewed staff and ~tudcnts who bad  particip~ted in the mobility scheme, and finally. the team visited the 
~· . laboratories on other premises tO  inspect the operation and conformity of equipment purchased with the 
·'  fmancial resources made available by TEMPUS.  · .  · 
At the end of each visit, the full  team of visitors meet to discuss the results of the evaluation. The· fust 
conclusions and comments are then communicated to the partnerS verbally and informally  .. 
2.3.  .  Different aspects of the evaluation 
The task of the visitors team consisted in evaluating the ovetall achievements and. pro~  made by JEPs 
according  to  their  deClared  objectives  and  to  the  tangible  ~ults of pOssible  activities, .notably  the 
development of  new curricula, student and teaching stAff mobilitY. short intensive courses,. modernisation rL  · 
facilities,  deve~opmcot of university-industry cooperation,  continuing education  and  retraining, regional 
activities and other cooperative activities with regard to education. 
. Depending upon programme implementation, the visitors bad to evaluate the way in which the project bad 
been organised, using human and other resources efficiendy and ~peeling the set timetable. The impact of 
the projects was assessed at department, faculty and'umvcrsity level. In addition, the experts were invited to 
give their opinion, if  and when possible, on the programme's long-tcim effects on the development of higher 
education and its wider impact on the economic and social  ~tructuring of  the  countries of Central and 
Eastem  .Europe~  .  .  ..  . .  ·  .  .  .  .  .  ·  . "  · 
2A.  Reporting procedure· 
Based on the reports presented by individual experts from both the Community and the eligible. countries, 
summary repOrts were drafted on the events and ~suits of  caeb evl.luation'visil  .  . 
Finally, the Commission informed the.JEP coordinators of the evaluation ~ults  and of the eommeots and 
recommendations made by the team of visitors. .  ·  ·  · '· 
3.  FINANCIALAUDIT 
The aim of the audi~ is to monitor the proper use of'tbe fi~aocial  ~un:es  allocated to lEPs in  g~ncral and 
to  formulate  advice  and  recommendations  on  ~ble  changes  aDd  on  bow .  project  manageiocnt  and 
organisation could be improved.  .  ·  ··  . ··..  .  ' ·  1  '  •  '  • 
The  financial  audits of JEPs  took  place  in  the  contracting  organisations  and  were  carried  out  by  the 
financial experts of  the Commission ~istcd  by: finanCial specillists from lhe EC TEMP,US Office:  · 
- II- / 3.1.  Audit proeedure 
.. 
The timetable for the financial audits was established in agreement with the Contractor on the day of the 
visit. taking into account the availability of the financial services in the contracting institutions. Contractors 
were asked to make their budgets and financial reconciliations for TEMPUS grants allocated in 1990/91 
and 1991/92 available to the auditors, in addition to extracts from balance sheetS and appropriate expense 
vouchers. 
The financial audit is divided into two pacts. In the first part, the auditor:s ask general questions concerning 
-the management of the TEMPUS grant and the internal procedures used in order to evaluate to what extent 
the internal control is reliable and. in fact. followed. The second part consists of the actual verification of 
expenses and of the conformity of the declarations -made in the Statement of Expenditure in the Annual 
Report. This actual verification is more or less extended according to whether or not the first  part of the 
extensive audit has shown weaknesses in terms of internal control. Thus, it is obvious that a JEP managed 
by a-university with highly developed. centralised, internal control corresponding to European standards 
. may be subject to less extensive examinations than a private foundation or a finn of  consultants. 
As a rule, the auditors were received by the Contractor and accompanied, in most cases,  by the person 
responsible for the accounting of the project and occasionally by other people involved in the project. The 
atmosphere was, with very few exceptions. always friendly. 
The audit cads  with a short working session during which the auditors verbally inform the Contractor of 
their conclusions. 
3.2.  Reporting procedure 
After each  financial  audit,  an evaluation  report  was  drafted  and -a  questionnaire  about  management 
procedures filled in. If there  were problems, the Contractors were informed of the weaknesses identified 
ddring the financial audit and of  possible recommendations relating to the future financial management of 
the project. 
4.  . VIsiTS ACCOMPLISHED-
'  . 
Between Octobec 1992 and August 1993, both evaluations and financial audits were carried out for 39 Joint 
· European Projects. 
1bc following tables show the distribution of visits according to countries where the missions took place: 
Site vlslt cvaluatlnftll 
BG  cz  H·  PL  RO  SLO  SK  Total 
4 {I)  7 (3)  11  (3)  8  6  1  2 (I)  39 
NB.: 0 regional projects 
.···. 
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•.  Fioanc:ial audits 
B  D  DK  E  ,  GR  I  NL  p  UK  cz  H  Total. 
2  ~  2  I  9  2  I  6  I  8  ·I  1  39 
The site visit evaluations in Polimd and Romania covered almost aU geographic regions, wbile in Bulgaria. 
. Hungary and tbe Czech Republic tbey took place mainly in· tbe ·capital cities. ·One university in ·Romania 
and  three  universities  in Hungary  were  visited  several  times.  Tbe  projects  m· question  were  based  in . 
different faculties or departments. 
During  tbe.  first  few  years  of tbe 'IEMPUS  Scheme  tbe contracting  organisations  wae based  in  tbe 
Community.  However,  in  tbe  academic  year  1992/93,  Hungarian  and  Czechoslovak· institutions  were 
allowed to become contractors. The sample of  projectS ViSited comprised two JEPs with contractors:from tbe 
eligible countries.  · 
4.1.  Direct actions resulting from the site visits 
The results of the site visits were included in the Joint European 'Project follow-up· and renewal procedures. 
Wberc needed. inuned.late measures were taken by the EC TEMPUS Office conccmed, as tbC conlr8ctor f« 
tbe Commislion, based on tbe conclusions of  both the evaluatiOil visit and tbe ru:iaocial audit 
I. 
!  . 
- 13. 
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/ Uo  .. OYERALL ASSESSMENT 
1.  RESULTS OF THE SITE VISIT EVALUATIONS 
1.1.  Quality of the projects 
The academic 1:xperts were asked to indicate the quality of  the project visited using tbe foUowing terms: 
ExceUent  the Joint European Proj~  entirely fulfils the stated objectives with an effective and efficient 
use of human and other resources  within  the scheduled time.  The project  has impact and 
European added value. The JEP could be referred to as a 'flagship project'. 
Good  the Joint European Project fulfils the stated objectives with some constraints as regards tbe use 
"'  of human  and  other resources  and  time  scheduling.  The  project may  have  impact and  a 
European added value. 
Average  the  Joint  European  Project  achieves  the  stated  objectives  with  some  weak  points  and/or. 
limitations as regards the use of human and other resources and the time  scheduling.  The 
impact and European added value are limited. 
Poor  the Joint European Ploject has difficulty in  achieving the stated objectives,  there are  weak 
points  and/or limitations  as  regards  the  use  of human  and  other  resources  and  the  time 
scheduling. The impact and European added value are doubtful. 
Other  to be defined. 
The following pie-chart depicts the distribution of projects according to the overall assessment carried out 
by the site visit experts.  · 
ProJect quality 
5% 
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•  Between excellent and good 
0Gooc:t 
B Between good and average 
Iii  Average 
m  Between average and poor 
IIIII  Poor 
.• 
r Of the 39 projects :Vis,itcd. 5 were judged to be between 'exc:eUeot' and 'aood', 18 as 'good', 6 to be betwcea . 
'goocf llid 'average', 7 as 'average'. 1 to be be,tween 'averaac' aDd 'poor' aad 2 as 'poor'.  .  . 
On the wbole the results are  positiw~ Over 60% of the projects arc considered to be of 'exccUeot' or 'goOd' 
quality, wbiJe only a very small minOrity (S%) are frankly  disapPointing~ 1bc question arises as to wbethcr 
a correlati0a between the quality of  the project and iiScbaracreristics.cin ~  eatabUsbeci.  · 
1.2  •.  Approach by subject·area 
The size of lbc sample calls for a cautious approach. Conclusions cannot be drawn &oJ;D the subject areas  . . 
.  _whicb are.ODI)'.represeotcd  ODCC  or twice io  the·sample; .Of the better ~ted  subjeCt ,areas,  modern 
lansuaae JEPs obtaillcd the best. evaluation, followed  by projects in engineering, managcoieat, medicine. 
natural  sciences  and  agriculture.  The differaices ·are  not  sipificant.  but  it  Seems· that  JEPs  iD  tbe 
agricidturil aoo agro-food sectors experience some difficulties wbicb are related to the sectof 8s a whole and 
maybe ew:o to the difficult position of agricultural education within the higbee education systems of the 
eligible ~es;  ·  . .  · 
1.3.  Approach by type or  activity 
During the evaluation, project maDa£ers bad  to evaluate tbe  ~ela!ive importance of a series of activities 
within their lEP: curriculum development,  st8fJ mobility, student mobility, intensive courses, equipment. 
open and distance learning facilities; links with industry. eontiDuing edueatiO.und  .OtbCr ictiVities mated.  to 
'  cooperadoo in ~ucidion.  .·  ·  · ·  ·  ·.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
'11.3ft 
10.31~ 
•  c-.  dewlapment ·.  ·. 
0  8tllff mobility . 
........... ~ 
-~collrMI. 
-~ 
.  ·' 
•  Open IIIII ~  lllmlng  ..  ~  . 
•  I.Hia wlltllnclulllr 
.  .  . 
-~  .... ~ 
•  0111« 
On  tbe  whole, the  projects indiamf that  mergy lw been invested  more  or leas eqaally in curriculum  . 
development (21fJII), staff' mobility (1.0'11) aud student mobility (18'11); IDOR:over, the provisioo of  equipment 
plays a role  that shoUld  not  be  uodercstiniated  (15%).  Ia  contrast,  other &ctivities .are  lesS  ilnportant: 
intensive  COIU'SeS  (8%),  links  With  industry  (5%),  CODtinuing  .education  (5~),  opeD  and  dislance 
leamiDJ (311). 
. • IS. It was therefore interesting to see whether the projects that gave pl:d'erence  to particular fields of activity 
bad  been  evaluated  differcndy  from  the  n-..st.  It  was  also poSsible  to determine whether  tbe  projects 
considered best or worst in one section had a special profile of  activities.  · 
1be differences were not overly important and the foUowing findings should be interpreted with the utmost 
· · caulioo. It wauld appear that the projects wbere.equipmeot plays an important role·have-gCcetally enjoyed a 
positive evaiuati~. Of the five projects with the maximum mark,_ four declared that tbey devoted more than 
20% of their activities to the modernisation of  equipmcot (while the average for the sample was 15% ). It is 
obvious that the provision of modem teaching material (particularly computer hardware and software and 
equipment for teaching laboratories) geoeraUy bas a strong impact on a department and particularly visible 
etfeciL 
·.  ·,  .  .  ' 
ID 17, of  the 23 projects considered 'good' or 'exceUeot'. the degree of staff mobility. curriculwn de.velopmeot 
~or  student mobility was· above average for the .projects as a whole. Seveo of these projects devote more 
than ·~  of tbc total of their aCtivities to curriculum developmeqt. strongly backed by staff mobility, which 
in three cases is complemented by an above-average student mobility figure.  ·  · 
Student mobility, whenever it is above the average of the sample (which is the case with 18 projects), always 
goes band-in-hand with staff mobility which, again, is situated above average in the projects which have 
obtained high assessment marks (six projects). At tbe saine time, these projects devote a signifiCant part of· 
tbeir activities to tbe development of  new curricula, with the exception of~~  project which was concerned 
.  purely with mobility. 
· This leads to the C:oilcl~sion that. staff mobility  is the  main activity of JEPs  and  that the  qualitY  of this 
'mobility slrongly influences the imPlementation of  goals aimed at restructuring higher education. 
In additioo. seven out of the ten  poo~st projects (judged as 'average' or 'poor') devote  more time  to staff 
mobility than the average of the  sample.  However,  the benefits of individual  teaching Slaff mobility are 
obvious: tbe reachccs can reinvest the knowledge and expCruse obtained during a placement period abroad 
in their tcacbiog practice. Nevertheless. if  this mobility is DOt coordioated, structured or 1ioked to a specific  · I 
project such as the development of oew ~  it may tend to be geared towards excessively persoDaJ goals 
(e.g. research subjects), thus perhaps reducing its Unpac:t.  · 
1be projcds  ~elated to  OPen  and  distance  learning  have  also,  albeit  to a  lesser  extent,  obtained  high 
assessments. All projects devoting more than  10% of  their activities to this type of learning are classified as 
'goocf or 'exceUent'. lbe same (with the exception of  one project) applies to continuing eciucatioo. lo these 
latter two spheres, it is the ~ovative  climension that takes precedence. all  the more .so as continuing and 
distaace •C4CDiog  are put to use  within  traditional subject areas such as ·eo'gioeering, medicine or others 
which 8IC poorly represented in the eligible countries (e.g. management aod eoviroomeo~). 
To sum up, the projects wbicb claim to devote a significant part of their time to links with  industry very 
rarely. barring ex~.ciptioos, ranlc among the best It is possible that in these cases; this average performance 
maybe explaiped by the overall difficulties in establi!!hing  un.iversity~iDdustty links in the current economic 
climate of  the eligible countries.  · 
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•' 1.4.  Approach by year 
"-
- -,  '  - -- The ~le  was composed of 13 projects reaching their final (3id) year afld 26 projeCts in  ·.their scc:ood year 
of opcratioo,  '  '  - - ' 
0 
The_ tWo group$  have different pr:ofdcs io  terms of academic quality. The proportion of projects in  their 
-·secODd year  classifi~ as 'good' or- 'cxceUeot' is marginally higher than that dctcrmiDed for- tbc third year 
(62CJJ _  campafed  Ylith  54%).  By 'contrast,  the  proportion  of projects- considered  'average'  and  between 
'aVer8ge' i.nd 'good' is much higher io the third year than in the sec::ood year (469&  compared with 27CJ,). 
_  Fmally, those projects showing  weaknesses (II  IJI) are still in  their second year.  However, despite  being 
carried out in the same way and with the same assessment scale, the evaluatiOns measuied slightly different 
facts: the progress was m~¥~e  dllling the secoad year~  fioahchievcments c:hiriJis the third year. 
There is no unequivocal explanation for tbese slight d.ifferences, there are only p8I'8IDCteiS that cao be taken 
into account without clearly dctcnnining the role they have played:  -
0 
•  _Tbc selection in the first year of  TEMPUS was tougher than in the secood year (the rate of  acceptance in . 
1990 was lLl!!fl, with 22.7% in 1991). 
•  At the same time, in  1991 -the procCdure  was  improved and  the requirement d.at the' projects should-
respond to the principal needs of the country was made more striogeat. 
•  1be projects starting in  1990 bad a somewhat difficult year as  a conscqueoc:e of rhe late date of the 
1  sigoiog of  agi'eemeDts, but the quality of the ac:bie~ts  did not suffer. 
0 
-
•  9ne incongruity is worth noting;  fi~ out of six  JEPs visiced  in  the counCries  with a higher rate of 
acceptaoce (SO% of the submitted projects) were classi.tiCd as 'iood' and 'exCel  leo~.  -
l.S.  _  Evaluation by. site. visit and internal evaluation by the TEMPUS administration 
Tbe project Coordinators have a contractual obligation to submit an anoual report on their activities (Jmown 
as  the 'Final Report') to  the EC 1EMPUS Office. These reports are subject .to a qaality evaluation aod a 
.  fiaaocial control in Brussels and, in cases Where a site visit .has talceo place, it is interesting .10 co~  the 
coDclusiooi of  the TEMPUS Office assessment Wilb the oPiaioo of  _the cxpetts. 
.  Tbe results show ·a  strong coovergcoce: ·29 projecti,oot.of 39- have similar .or related  as~meots. The 
projects COIWdered:beSt within the sample also r,=ived lliah ~  in the Fmal RqJorts. TbC reVerse Was 
also obsC:rved.  .  .  . 
'  .  .  .  . 
Sigoific:aat dureftloces.weze only found io ~~of~  ~jC(.u; Ia six cD::s, the ~te visit view was more 
favouriible  than the EC TEMPUS  Office  view.  Ia thco most slrikiog  cxample,~peits judpd two JEPs, 
evalu~  as •poor' ·and  'averaae' during  the  a.'lSCSSCIDCDt. of the  Fioal .~cPort.  ·to be:of good  quality.  Ia 
··  coatrast, projects]udgecl mote sevady by the site visits, which was tbc casc.witb;.tb¢ ihme poorest projects 
of  rhe sauq)Je, were, as a iuult of  tbeil: .Pinal Report, consicfemi:t 'average' or betWeen· ~a¥eraae• and 'Jood"  ..  • . 
. - 17-These stalemeats call for several comments: 
•  · 'lbrough their  Annual  Reports,  the  projects  managers  will bave  to  try  and  make  _the  most of the 
ionovative experiments that they conducted in their project; indeed, site visits cannot be made to more 
than 109& of die active projects in any one year. 
•  From the point of view of the EC 1EMPUS Office, the two approaches are complementary and, from 
this year onward; the site visit reports have been taken into ~nt  when examining reqUests for project 
renewals. In· 1993/94, the questions which the operators will be asked within the. context of their Final 
Reports will tend towatd a more qualitative approach, allowmg the true impact.m the fidd to be~ 
assessed  ·  ·  ·· 
, ..  ' 
2.  RESULTS OF THE FINANCIAL AUDITS 
. ___ ,_.,,,  .... 
2.t  Quality of the projects 
The financial ~  have sul'DID8l'iSed ·  the results of the financial  audits of projects using· the  following 
categories: 
•  Entirely satisfactory 
•  Satisfactory, with minor problems 
•  Satisfactory, with eligibility and/or organisational problems 
'  '  ' 
•  Questionable, additional mvestigation oeCeSS81}' 
•  The project.can·continue, but bas to be substantially modified 
•  The  project bas to be stopped. 
The foUowiog pie-chart shows the diStribution of  the projects according to tbe.results of  the fioancial audits. 
. Rnulto of  the ftnancllll audb 
,· ... · 
10.26% 
,15~ 
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.  ' ' 
•  SdltactOfY, wlltl ellgllllly Andi'or 
ClfV8llllational PIQbllml 
.•  au.tlonable, addlllan&l  .  ' 
~-..y_, 
•  The ptOject can conllnue, bul 
haa 10 be aubllanlldy modlild 
' . .  .  . 
Nine projects out- of 39 obtained the  highest assessment:  the ·financial management  \WIS ·transparent and 
· e~tin:ly satisfactory  . 
.... 
.... , · For 16 JEPs (41% ), the result of the audit was satisfactory. However the financial experts still found minor 
'  .~-·.  problemS, e.g. problems related to the exchange rate or to eligibility. 
A further fifteen. percent of the audits (six projects) c~  still be considered satisfactory. Although projects 
'falling under this category revealed slight problems relating either to eligibility of expenditure; expenditure 
outside the contractual period or to cash being  accoun~ for but not Yet paid out The reporting system of 
the actual state of  expenditure in the partner institutions may present slight problems. However, this is often 
the Case witb projects operating under decentralised management  · 
lr' all  the  docu~ts required  in  advance  (statement  of accounts,  ~voices. d~uments substantiating 
expeomture, etc.) were  unavailable ·or unsatisfactory,  financial  reconciliation  turned  out  to be extremely 
difficult and painstaking. Those projectS with verj weak financial maoagement were labelled ··questionable' 
by the experts and the contractors were asked to provide additional information within a fixed· periOd. This 
was the case with four projectS 0 0% of  the sample).  .  . 
In  short,  according  to  the  audit,  four  projects  need  substantial .  modifications  relating  to  financial 
management, without which these JEPs cannot continue: ·In these Ciases, ~e  statement of  annual e.xpenditurc 
did not correspond to the actUal  expense.~. the expenditure statement~  were missing or cOuld notbc approved 
by the auditors. Moreover, a large number of expenses were ineligible;  ·  )  .. 
The  overall  asSessment  was  positive:  64%. of the  projects  ~isited  have  exceller,1t  or  good  financial 
management Fifteen percent of the projects were satisfactory,_ but 20% had to be subject to an  additional 
follow-up.  · 
2.2.  Problems encountered 
In carrying out the financial audit, experts rely on the Statemelit of Expenditure whiCh  forms an. integral 
part of the contract Within the  &ameworlc of the follow-up and TEMPUS project renewal procedure, the 
Final Report of activities and the corresponding Statement of Expenditure are subject to a quality control 
~  an examination of  expenditure. The results are taken into account when it' is decided wbetber or not the 
projects  will be allowed  to continue.  During  the  audit,  expenditure  listed. in  tbe  Final  Report  and the 
internal  accounting  of the  organisation  ~ave to  be  ~nciled and ·the  invoiceS  substantiating· this 
. expenditure mustbe found.  . •  .. 
The usu.al  problems encountered by the financial  experts during their missions are generally related to the. 
fact that tbe Contractors have ei~er not .understood or have insufticiendy understood all the obligations! or 
that they use unreliable internal control prOcedW"eS.  In ·the &w cases w~  the.Statement of Expenditure 
was, for example, based both on estimates and actual costs. reconciliation with invoiceS became virtulny 
impossible. Pro fomia invoices and  receipts issued' by  the central departments of the· partDet i.Dstitutions 
instead of proper invoices were definite signs of poor management Inaccuracies in  aCCOI,lllt collies .led. to 
differences between the financial situation of the project as indicated in the Statement of Expenditure and 
the TEMPUS balance of account, e.g. internal transfers between two ~ts  of the same institution 
that tbe Contractor forgot to carry out. The most frequent problem mentioned by the au4itors was the use of 
tbe wrong exchange rate during ·the reconversion of  expenditure. fl:om foreign currencies .  Uito ECU for .the 
annual balance-sbceL  ·  ·  · .r Some budgetary items relating to substaolial sums such as equipment or staff costs were subject to a detailed · 
examination. Costs relating to the acquisition and installation of  equipment conformed, in most cases, with 
the  declaration  in  the  financial·  reports  and  the  requirement  for  EC  origin  of equipment  bought  with 
TEMPUS  funds  was, on the  whole,  foUowed.  The experts' recommendations  were essentially concerned 
·With  improvements  io  internal  control  procedures  relating  to  invitations  to  tender  and  guarantee  or 
maintenance contracts. In addition, the auditors stated that invoices following contractual period very often 
reiated to equipment and conc:emcd amounts corresponding to the remaining balance due at the end of tbe 
· academic year. It seems to  be current practice to  speJid the  remaining sums on equiplneot benefiting tbe 
partners in the eligible countries, a practice accepted by the TEMPUS administration. 
1be examination of potentially ineligible expenditure such as mobility grants exceeding the limit fixed in 
the contract was also given priority. Overspending was mainly due to organisational problems (availability 
of inexpeosiVe accomi!!Oijatioo) and· to the fact tbat the cost of tickets for travel sometimes exceeded tbe 
reduced tariffs, The auditors also found cases where the length of missions and mcctiogs mentioned in tbe 
Aonual Report did not conespood with the actual length of stay. On tbe whole, the majority of  problematic 
or non-acceptable costs·were linked to excessive travel aodlor subsistence costs. 
The audit reports alSo indicate tbat tbe fioalicial experts found  it difficult to verify the actual time people 
spent working oo the project Contractors often bad difficulties in determining the number of  working hours 
, (wcelcs or months) spent on the project Despite having proofs of pa~t,  the auditors found it impossible 
to verify if the  seal~ of  local charges bad beea adhered to, particularly in the eligible countries. In order to 
overcome this problem, a revised and· detailed budget mentioning the aanual staff costs  wiU  in future ·be 
n:quired from the beginning of the contract. 
.  . 
Finally, the total amount of expenditure which bas been subject to refund requests is  less than  3'11  of tbe 
total amount allocated to the projecls visited.  · 
2.3.  Consistency between academic and financial assessments 
The analysis of  the results oftbe financial audits is dealt with separately. However, it was interesting to see 
whether the same projccls, analysed in different places and from different angles, were judged in the same 
way. 
The appraisals are, Qn the whole, fairly similar. The projects judged to be good on ao academic level were 
classified as 'gOOd' or 'good with minor problems' in terms of  f1080Cial management By the same token, the 
JEP tbat came last in fenDS  of its educational ·quality level was also  the one with the  poorest financial 
management 
. There were. bowevcr, a number of cases (7 out of 39) that showed significant differences heiWcen the  two 
approaches. Two of them  had  impeccable  financial  management,  while  the  quality  of the  projects  was 
simply average and a third, classified as 'good with minor problems' in terms of the financial audit. wetc 
classed as  'poor .o average' on  an academic  scale.  An explanation  for  this  would  be  tbat tbe financial 
JII.8D88emeot is carried out by a-higher education institution wbicb is accustomed to managing· European 
programmes· and bas competent staff. 
The remaining-four cases. present more complex problems, having a positive academic assessment and a 
oegalive financial audit These projects arc subject to a strict foUow-up and the Contractors were asked to 
significaody modify the fmancial management of their projects.  · 
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3.  .  AcriONS ARISING FROM THE visiTS . 
Site visits are also clearly: part of tbe foUow-up and programme evaluation mechanism established by tbc 
Commission.  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
The site visits results  are  taken into  ac:c:ount,  in  p~c:ular,  ·  f~ projects  in  tbeir rec:ood  year wbic:b  are 
included in the sample and wisb  tO  apply  for the renewal  of tbe granL  If tbe on-site  evalu_atio~ of JEPs. 
c:arricd out by tbe experts. indic:&tes signific:ant  weaknesses and if  tbeir concluSions are c:onfi.nDCd by an 
unsatisfactory  appraisal  of tbe 'Final  Reports'  or otber elements  from  tbe  regular dialogue  between  tbe 
TEMPUS administration and  the project Coordinators, some· projects may. find that ·their aid is litoppcd. 
This oc:c:umid twic:c witbio·tbe 1992193 Sainple.  · · 
Other measures can be taken  ~bic:b do not entail tbe cutting off of financial  support.  As a resUlt of tbe 
academic: visits,  tbe experts can  advise .  project' coordinators  bow to redirect die aCtivities  of a p8rtic:ular 
programme. After tbe financial audits. and in view of tbe contractual obligations entUed into by tbe people 
responsible for the projects, reimbunemcnts were requested for imjustiticd expenditure.  ·  · 
..  '  .  .  .  '.'.  .  '  .  '  .  ·' 
In addition and in  p~lel  with the programme of site visits, tbe Commission,  assi~ted by tbc EC TEMPUS 
offic:c, bas been led to organise special missions  CX.c:lusively c:onc:cmed witb tbe financial  management Of 
certain projects where serious problems bad appeared. . '  ·  ·  .  ·  · 
'.:· 
\ 
·.  i 
; 
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\ m.  TEMPUS INTERVENTION METHODS· 
lo the pr:cccding section the approach according to type of  activity bas been outlined in quarititative terms. It 
appeamJ expedient to  analyse the results in a more detailed way, i.e. within the framework of JBPs  and 
according  to the  main  areas of activity  .. Five .  topics  were  chosen:  four of them (new curricula,  student 
:mobility, staff mobility, equipment) absorb the energy; of a large part of the projects. Cooperation betweeo · 
universities  and industry  is  still  rather  Dioderatc,  but as  it bad always  been  a  goal  laid down  in  the 
programme. it was necessary to make a first asSessment of the sitUation .. 
1.  CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
· · One of-the m~in objectives of TEMPUS is 'curriculum development, consisting of either the creation of new · 
.  curricula or the review and partial or total overhaul of existing curricula  .. This may result in the creation of 
oew diplomas and a possible restructuring of  the institution concerned.  · 
Not all  of tl;le  projects subject to evaluation missions this year gave Priority to  curriculum development. 
More ~  20% of  the projects declared that they devoted moiC than 40% of  their aCtivities to new curricula; 
40% devoted 20% to 40% of  their activities to them. Tbia. type of activity, however, is completely absent in 
· four out of  the 39 projects and very reduced in a further 13.  · 
1.1.  Signiftcant successes. 
The most significant achievements  8lC those which result in the creation of new curricula validated by a 
new  diploma.  Among  the most  remarkable  successes of the  TEMPUS. Joint European.  Projects  8lC the 
following:  · 
•  In tM environmental  field 
+  the introduction of a 'Mastct of Environmental Management' at the Technical University of Gdansk 
(PL) with the help of Danish and  German  partners; organised in  the  fifth  year of the  ba.o;e_cycle; 
divided into two semesters of IS weeks each for students from various backgrounds; 
+  the creation of  a four-year course at the University of Agriculture in GOdOll5 (H) called 'Bachelor of 
Sciences-Environmental and Landscape Management' with the help of  Gennao, Italian and Austrian 
partners. This project, which involves 3S students, is very innovative in terms of  teachiDg methods. It 
offers a variety of optional and multi-disciplinary courses. This regional project has also cOntributed 
to the introduction of a oew specialisation in the environmental field at the University of Agriculture 
in Nitra (SK). 
•  In the  fields of  sciences and engineering 
+ the creation of a new cycle of  doctoral studies in biowysics, p~eviously non-existent, at Kosice (SK), 
in cooperation of a regional character with Prague (CZ),  within  the  framework. of a project with 
·French, CZech, Italian, Dutch and Swedish partners;  · 
-22-•  the ~lishment  up of new mechanical eogiDc:ering teaching  facilities  in the recendy Cstablished 
University of Suoeava (RO), where the first students with. a. diploma equivalent to the French our 
rDipl6me Universitaire Technique") will be graduating thi.s year.  Within this project. six subjects 
bave already  bee~ revised and two have been Completely overhauled. one of these being computer-
asSisted graphic design. The partners of this project were French and  British~ 
+  the  creation  of riew  multi-disciplinary  ~ourses on  eoviri>lllilent81  protection  as  part of the  M.Sc. 
course  at the L.  EOtvas  University  (H) recognised  by  the  HungariaD Ministry. ·This project was 
completed with the help of Dutch and Germari partners and eombines geology and geophysics . 
. . 
•  ·In the field of  ~~JtUU~gement. 
+  the setting up of the 'Bmo Business School' at the Czech Technical University in Bmo (CZ); a new 
depanment of the faculty of management which  offerS·~A-type studies and intensive courses for 
managers. The partners of  this project are·British, Spanish, Greek, Italian and Polish;, 
+  the creation of a 'Master of Sciences-Entrepreneurship' in Ljubljana (SLO), involving 23 students 
and spread over two yeairs (British, Spanish and Dutch partners); 
+ .  the setting up of the 'Business School of Transylvania' (RO) in cooperation with British and Greek 
institutiom~ the  BST  bas· been  empoweied  by the  Romanian  Ministry of Education .to  teach  a 
two-year MBA and also offers intensive courses for c9mpany executives.  · · 
•  In the field offoreign ltuaguages  · 
+  the creation of a recognised 'Bachelor in Applied Foreign Languages', a four-~  diplo~  developed 
as part. of a new department of Applied Modem LBDpages of the Univcmty of  Cluj (RO). French, 
Belgian and Dutch institutions Cooperated in this project.  ·  ·  •  · 
Otbel- p~jccts are expected to lead to similar results next year. The diversity of the subjects coocemed and 
the teaching levels may be noted, even though a certain prioritY to the 4tb and Stb years seem& to exist. It is 
worth noting, incidentally, that the managemenHelated projects are strongly oriented towards continuing 
education and are therefore the subject of concerted action by the lOCal economic community. This concern 
for links to industry is again found,  in another form, .  in  the Gdanlik project which  focuses  upon  practical 
placements and in the modem languages project at Cluj in the search 'ror vocational placeniCnts for students 
in enterprises.  ·  ·  · 
· ·1.2. · Partial achievements -
Bveo if their .PProacb is not as global as in  the  abov~mentioncd  caSes, the other projects bave to a large 
extent achieved  significant restructuring  in.  the field  of education. ·In some· cases.  ~~  may  include the 
revision of the syllabus in iodivicJual subject areas and, in others, a complete ovcrbaul. Intensive courses 
bave beeo created, wbllst optional coui&es  have mqueody boca set up. This is a positive approach which 
may tum out to.be innovative and \;Vhich may result·in a multi-disciplinary approach and addreSs a varied 
public. HoweWr, it is important to ensure that these syllabuses arc validated and that they do not represent 
an llibi for IIOt carrying oUt profound restructuring. These courses are often validaled by 'catifiCates' .issued 
by th~ bomc university or by a.partoer institution, .but the degrees ofteo do notpossess tbe same valac "'itb · 
·  rogiurd to tbe eligible country or to subsequent studies in ~  Community. ·  · 
The analysis  of: projects  highlighm  the  importance  of producin•  teaching ·material  such  rui  handbooks, 
lecture papers, case studies, etc. These achievements are often the result of the staff mobility flows from the 
eligible countries  to  the Community,  whete  the opportunity  was  taken  to  bring  documents  together.  It 
appears tbat these documents have been subject to rell adaptation at local level. The new handbooks arc . 
written in the language of the country concerned. The largest number of examples can be fouod in .Hungary. 
but another example is a regional project in which a bandJ)ook bas become available in BngUsb, Polish arid 
Czech, and m  which a British publisher has expressed interest. 
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and is even desirable that some courses, particularly those taught by visiting teachers, should be held in ooe 
oftbe Community languages. Nevertheless, it is preferable that, in the case of a completely new subjcc:t, the 
· syllabus u  a wbole is not taught ·enti.rdy in a foreign language, as this would prevent students from  the 
university coacemed, wbo bave not studied the relevant laoguage but wbo are otherwise motivared,  from 
a~dirig  a course. 
1.3~  Difticultles encountered 
There ire several factors which might lead to the failure of the project or prevent the developiDent of new 
curricula. Extemal factors, especially those concerning economic and social reforms aod  the progress  of 
· higbee education refonn, are of  particular importance. 
Thus, a project wbich would bave led to a two-year diploma in engineering is not successful bcc:ause tbe 
Minister of  Education will not recognise it 
A training scbemc relating to transport, which was developed to meet the needs of tbe sector, is crying in 
vaiil to estabUsb·a dialogue with the transport iodustries and services, which are incapable of formulating 
· clear RqUirements.  ·  · 
The agricultural sector is proving to be particularly sens.itive to consttaints such as the delay iD agricultural 
policy in geoenl &ndlor tbe reform of  higbee asncultural education which are handicapping sewral projects 
iD countries such as Hungary aod Bulgaria; 
Tberc are otber factors closely linked to the failure or partial failure of  some projects: 
•  over-ambitious objectives; the goal of wanting to achieve a mutual recognition of  diplomas in a sector as 
particular u  medicine  was probably out of reach for one project arid,  as  a result,  not eveo  the new 
curriculum develOpment stage ~as  reached; 
•  Cxc:essi\'dy  vague  objectives:  some. projects  introduce  innovative  changes,  but  in  a  scattered  and 
m8rgioal · way  aod without an ,  overall  perspective, so  the  ch~ges do not  iotlueoce  lbe  eduCational 
structure; 
•  cliffermces  between  partners in  tams of coopentiw levds, of  investments  on the  two  sides  or an 
inactive cooldinator are factors that bioder the development of  teaching and training projects. 
2.  TEACIDNG AND UNivERSITY STAFF MOBILITY 
Tbe activities .!dating  to  the ·  mc:Jbility .  of university  or administrative  staff include  teaching  aiissions. 
practical placemcots and periods of retraining abroad. Staff mobility is one of the major actions developed 
under the TEMPUS Scheme. Of the projcccs visitod, more than  IS~  devote over 30~  of  their ac:tivities to 
Ibis ~eld, Cbe majority Of JEPs (56~)  invest 18~  to 25~.  Only S~  Of JEPs bave 00 action at a1J in this area. 
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to oearly ooe year), while the West  to East placements mn:ly  exceed. two  weeks. The  avenge length «. 
teaching missions in the eligible ''Ountries is some ·ten days, wbile tbe placement of teac:biog staff in tbc · 
Community far the. same type.of mobility is on average &boUt two WeekS. Retraining and updating periods 
are, to a large extent, priOrities for staff from  the East AD  average period of placemeot extends over six 
weeks. Nevertheless, this type of mobility varies in .  terms of  duration  .. During tbe interviews held as part .of 
the  site  visits,  the academic  experts  fxequeotly  recommeodi:d  that  the  n:training  and  updating courses 
should be extended to at least four weeks.  ·  '  ·  ·  · 
. 
Data cooceming East-West mobility emphasise; not surprisingly, that tbe selection was generally based oo 
criteria relating to competeo(:e in tbe specific scientific field aad to language skills. Twenty ·percent of the 
people in the projects·. visited who. beOefited frorii' mobility were Women  ... Several projects gave priority to  · 
. youns teachers.  The teams of experts stated that.  without doubting  the  incnvidual  value  of .the sdectcCi 
people,  the choices made within individual pro,P:ts were .not always consistent The cOIIlDJellts stressing 
linguistic  weaknesses  of the  srant-boldecS  were  couotcrbalanced  by  tbosc  empbasising  tbe  absence, of 
problems.  ' ' . 
.  Particularly significant mobility Do;ovs included iD our sample an: found in the 'Freocb-speaking cnginecriDg 
·  oetwork of  the Tecboical Univcnity of  Bud8pcst' (H), in an agricultural project coordioated by Gad6Uo (H) 
. aod in tbe Montpelier Chemistry·~  Applied Qemiscry regional project  . 
2.1.  LesSons learned " 
.  .  . 
.  ~vast  majority of staff benefiting from a period of mobility uoderlined their interest in acquiring new 
tcacbing methods  •. The advantage of allowing university teachers to travel to different countries was that the  · 
kbeme did not depend on one model alone. This is stressed at Ouj  (AppliCd Modem Languages), ·wbere 
$taff lnlvelled to Belgium. the Netberiands aod France, and  iD  die BudapeSt projCct for stair lraining, in 
wbich.lbe beoeficiaries tiavelled to 1be United Kingdom  aDd Oermaoy.  ·  .  .  . 
;  .  ' 
j . 
1be objective of  these mobility tlows is to reinvest the material gatbmd in the creation of  new cOurses. New 
teacbiDg  material was  galbered and developed  by stall' of tbC  University  of· Suceava (RO)  during  their 
placement in France aod the United Kingdom. 1be POlish· staff involved in the  ·acronauti~ project knowa 
as STAR wae able to produce multimedia materials. The Hungarian staff of the Univcnity of Agric:Uiture · 
iD  O&lall6  (H) n:ported  that  they  wae taught  oew n:scarcb .and  teacbiilg  methods  by .lbeir. Gcmuin, 
AuacriaD  aad.  Italian colleagues.  A. series  of cour'se  notes  .Were pn:pared. by Bulgarian  and Hungarian 
teacbers within the framework of  a regiOoal project in' applied diScrete matbc!iDatics.  .  . 
The _ex•miaation  ~f  the teacbing practice c:urrendy in use. in Westetn Europe should not. however,  I~  to 
the mere copying of c:ourseS from colleagues abroad. An accounting handbook, inspired by the practice in 
the United Kingdom.  but adapted to  the  local  situation, was  cn:atcd  in  a distance .management  training  . 
coune u.· Bulgaria.  Similarly, .case  s~es  of local  eo~ses  were. developed  as· part·~f ~·.'Business 
School of  Transylvania' project in·Romaniato be used by stuclcots..  ···  ·  · 
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Nonetheless, the results of staff mobiJity are incongruous. This type of action does not seem very efficient 
when  the  selection  is ·not  organised  coherently  or when  its  follow-up,  in  temts  of new  curriculum 
development, is left to individual initiative. Staff mobility should not be a goal in _itself,. it should always be 
aceompanied  by a  teaching/training  project.  In  the  limited  cases  where  student  and  staff mobility  are 
organised at the same time, the msults seem positive because the teacherS can monitor the progress of their 
students and the two groups can, on their return, discuss their experience. This was particularly the case in 
the 'Modem European Languages' project coordinated by Heidelberg (D), the 'Biochemistry' programme in 
Prague (CZ) and the 'Applied Modem Languages' project in Cluj (RO).  · 
This  mobility exercise  particularly emphasises  the -difficulty  in  finding  balanced exchanges among  the 
vuious partners. The above-mentioned problem (the general difficulty of finding staff for even the shorter 
missioos) exists between Western and Eastern Europe; in terms of the distribution of  staff originating from 
the eligible countries. among the vuious Community· countries  (as a  result of the unequal command of 
. ·languages) and staff coming from the Community to the vuious cities of the East (some destinations seem 
more accessible tban others in terms of transport. or more comfortable .in terms of standard of living). 
Administrative st8ff mobility  within· TEMPUS ·is  marginal;  nevertheles.<~, site  visits· revealed  inccresting 
initiatives. Two skilled technicians from the University of Wangeningen (D) were sent to  Pragu~ in order to 
help their colleagues familiarise themselves with the operation and maintenance of new equipment acquired 
for teaching laboratories. The librarians from the Technical University of Gdansk (PL) and the University of 
Cluj (RO) were retrained in· Denmark and France in the operation of new computerised catalogue systems 
introduced as part of the projects. Administrative staff arid the Rector of  the Technical University of Gdansk 
visited the administrative departments oftiJ.e University of  Roskilde. 
Few administrative obstacles were pointed out concerning the operation of tbese exchanges. Mention was 
made of the  inconvenien~ that exchange beneficiaries may experience on lengthy East-West exchanges, 
due to the suppression of basic pay at their home university after. a certain time of absence (a problem which 
bas  bceo eocauntered in  Poland and Romania).  Moreovec,  tbele wese· occa,sional  delays  when  trying  to 
obtain a visa, particularly in Romania. 
3.  STUDENT MOBU..ITY 
Student mobility fonned part of the activities of most of the projects evaluated  ..  Nevertheless,  J  2 project.<~ of 
the saniple did not feature student mobility at all. Six projecL<~ devoted more than 40% of their activities to it 
and  can  therefore  be  considered  specialists  in  student  mobility  with  significant  numbers  of students 
involved. Among these were a language project coordinated by Heidelberg and a Chemistry project run by 
Montpelier. It should be pointed out that both of these  are regional  proj~ts, The majority· of the projects 
visited, wbi~  have a mobility component, dedicated between 20 to 30% of  their activities to. this area. 
The  general  conclusion  to  be drawn is  that  project  ~.are  satisfied  with .student  mobility.  The 
evaluation points out that it often appeirs to bC one of the most suCQCSSful points of the JEPs. It would be 
superiluous  tO  give a statistical survey of the numbers relating to  the sample,  as  the TEMPUS  Annual 
Reports already provide exhaustive information. This section wiD instead try to explain the generai trends. 
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A signifiCant number of projects have to deal with  relatively restricted  m~ility flows,  i.e. three to eight 
people a year. Mobility only becomes a serious activity when more. than 10 people are involved. From this 
·point of view,  appropriate plans. of action  bad  to  be  applied  by  projects  such as  the  'French-speaking 
network' of the Technical University in Budapest (H), where .some 150 students were involved ova- three 
years - or in the case of the cooperation between Antwerp (B) and Szczecin (PL) in the field of transport, 
where 24 Polish students were sent on a  practical placement to Belgium. 
ProjeetS  dedicated  to  mobility,  such· as  the  Modem  Europeail  Languages  project  c~rdinated by  the 
University of  Heidelberg involving 143 students.a year, have an even larger dimension.  . 
...  ' 
3.2.  Direction of  mobility Rows 
Not surprisingly the main tendancy is that mobility flows (and thus the maio preoccupation of universities) 
predominantly go from eligible country universities to the Community. 
Often enough; responsible university staff in the eligible countries regret the limited character of the West-
East mobility flow. It seems that those Western students interested in TEMPUS are mme motivated by the 
practical placements in East European enterprises· than by university placements, except when they have a 
specific thesis projeCt in mind. The host enterprises are, in this case, either local companies or subsidiaries 
of  companies in EC countries. The West-East mobility is also objectively, limited by linguistic difficulties. 
3.3  •. Level·of.studies 
The majority of students benefiting from the mobility scheme are in their fourth or fifth year, .which seems 
to correspond with  and satisfy the requirements of the academic environment.· In  the engineering sector, 
which makes up a significant part of  the lllllllplc, this corresponds with the period when the students have to 
carry out personal research followed by a dissertation such as die 'Diplomarbei(. In these cases, the mobility 
scheme may facilitate this .task. During the second and third year, travel is less frequent and the results are 
more differeDtiated. Doctoral studies are represented even less frequently as a result.ofTBMPUS·seiection 
and also because the national examination systems .tend vezy litde towards thesis preparation carried out. in 
several countries. The progressive transfer of these studies. from· the Acadelriies to the ·universities should 
raiSe the level of  the exchanges.  · · 
3.4.  ,• Student selection criteria 
The evaluation affirms the seriousness of the criteria used by the managerS. The level !aChed in the subject 
' area in question and the language skills are both seen as  having almost equal 'value and are j)racticaUy 
. unanimously considered to be the .decisive elements. Vezy often, open competitions -: publicised within the . 
institution- have been organised. The selection procedure often involVed the Western partner, who is either 
present at the ad hoc. interview or makes the final choice ·&om a. preliminary selec:tioii made by the sCnding . 
university.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
3.5.  Material conditions of placements and linguistic preparation 
In most cases, site visits have shown that the material conditions of student placements abroad are good and 
that the grants are generally considered to, be sufficient. Students normally receive part of their. grant in 
advance .to covez travel costs and are given the rest of the  grant by the host university in the form  of,a 
/  monthly payment  ·  ·  ·  · ·  · 
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I  .'z . . · But two problems deserve auentioo.  riJ'Sdy,  there  is  the issue  of registration  fees  for  universities  where 
tuition is high (e.g.  in the  United· Kingdom).  Here, a preliminary agrecaicnt bas to be reacbcd  to  avoid 
jeopardising mobility. Secondly, there is the accommodation problem in c::ountries or cities such as Germany 
or Paris, .wbele  the  cost of living  is  high.  In  these  two  places,  accommodation  problems  have. arisen 
rcpcatcdly. In other cases, where the organisers of the mobility schemes did not manage to fmd inexpensive 
~mmodation  (such as university housing) in time, grant-holders have bad to be ac::commodated in botc1s · 
and consequently at a bigbct cost, even for those staying over a loog period of  time. 
Even  though  language  skills are tested as  part of the selection prooedwe,  some  mobility students  have 
difficulties  in  adapting.  Linguistic  preparation  before  leaving  and support during  the  placement were 
sometimes lacKing. Moreover, the specificity of some .  courses meant that the students bad to master two 
foreign languages. This was the case with the Hungarian students who went to the Italian department of a 
German  university,  or  the  Romanian  students  learning  English  and  travelling  to  the  Netherlands. 
Furtbcrmore, universities stress that knowledge of the host country language, which will facilitate social and. 
cultural integration, should be jus~ as important as knowledge of  the course's working language. 
3.6.  Recognition of  study periods 
There are differences in  terms of recognition. The study period abro8d may not be recognised at all, it may 
be partially recognised (the students arc exempt from atteoding courses but they have to take exams on their 
return), it may be completely JCCOgnised (students are exempt from exams on their return if  the studies 'at 
the host university have been sactisfactory). 
Overall,  universitieS in  the eligible countries are informed about and interested in the  schemes existing 
within the European Community, particularly by the European Community course credit Transfer System 
(ECTS). However, it should be emphasised that the measures designed to promote the recognition. of  study 
periods depend primarily on the local or possibly national academic authorities in the eligible countries. 
3.7.  What are the results? 
The view that students benefit from their placement abroad is shared by the teaching staff. Nonetheless, the 
experience and knowledge acquired tend to vary. 
Some  people  stress  the  added  value  of the  mobility  period  IS a  possibility  for  obtaining  a  vocational 
placement in an enterprise. This was tbc case with the Polish students from the transport training scheme in 
Szczeczin (PL). In another case (this time the project concerned dealt with Social Security in Europe) the 
Hungarian students of. the Loraod E6tviis in Budapest (H) working on  tbe  project subsequeody beCame 
assistants at tbeir university. 
' 
Other students emphasised pun=ly academic advantages in terms of  personal projects and completed theses. 
The studeots of one teacher training project wem able to compare approaches to ceacbing  used in  two EC 
countries and to apply  them  tO  their own  system.  Medical  students  from  Debn:c:ea  (H) found  different 
approaches in terms of  staff/studeot and physician/patient relationships. 
These observations are in line with those expressed in other Community training programmes. Mobility is 
of  the utmost importance for cultural exchanges, knowledge of languages, the. discovery of another culture 
and the mutual understanding .of European peoples. 
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:ii  ..  ' 4.  . EQUIPMENT MODERNISATION 
•.  ..  '  . . .  '  ' 
4.1.  .Types of  equipment -~ -··  -
I 
TEMPUS  supplies 'the  eligible  country  universities ·with  a  large  amo.unt · of equipment,  comprising  an 
average of some 15% of project activity. In the case of seven of the sample projce~. this share exceeds· 30% 
·and in the majority of  projects (64%) it is situated between 10% and 20%. Seven of39 JBPs declared that no 
· · activities were devoted to the acquisition of equipment (18%).  ··  ·  · 
The equipment examined can be classified into various categories: · 
•  large spCcialised equipment 
•  educationid software 
•  management-related and office automation software for project administr~tion 
•  other teaching materials (books, periodicals, tapes). 
An example oflarge specialised equipment might be, the work  statio~s for projects such as 'MicroeleCtronic 
Design' of  the Technical University in BudapeSt and the 'Discrete Mathematics' projects at three-universities 
in Sofia or the computer-assisted design at the Technical University in Warsaw (project in aeronautics) and 
in the University of Prague (aerodynamics). An  air-pollution analyser was acquired for the environmental . 
project carried out in Gdansk and equipment for  w8ste-watcr treatment was  installed at the Institute for 
Fisbeiies and ·  lcbtyobiology in Zabietiec (PL). ·  An argon laser was bought for the University of Safarik in 
Kosice (SK) as p&rt of the project dealing with 'Phisycal chemistry and Biophysics' involving, in particular, 
the universities of  Prague and Paris VI, and an 'eximer laser' and a multichannel detector were· bought-for 
the  University  of Prague.  A pollution  analysis  laboratory  was  mstalled  in  Ostrava  (CZ)  fOr  a .  project 
involving ·sheffield, and four  university centres in the Czech  and  Slovak  Republics were  supplied with 
eudoscopic equipment To give an example outside the exact sciences, the department of Applied Modein 
Linguages in Cluj (RO) was given 151anguage booths by Nantes. 
Computer equipment supplied for perSonal use with the aim of improving teaching is obviously even, more 
widespread. Partner.universities in-the eligible countries have ai&O  obtained. computers, printers and fax 
machines to facilitate project inanagement  · 
Apart  from  handbooks  and  periodicals, .other  types  of teaclililg  materials  have  included  a  videotape 
. coUection with the films of the most famous Italian Writers, which was sent to a JEP at P6cs in Hungary as 
part of the 'Italian Language and Culture' project, and video Courses on gastroenterology to. the iDedical 
universities in Prague, Bmo and Bratislava (a Franco-Belgian project). Audiovisual facilities are also being 
used in Ljubliana as part of a  management project  . 
4.2.  Conditions of use · 
There are some cases in which 1he 'equipment is used fo,r research more than anything else, but it seems that · 
the overall rate of use - particularly of computers - is exceUent Training rooms have excensive opening 
hours and often include 'self-service' facilities.  Attendance and motivation among students ·and staff are 
excellent In  the  report ·on  the  Sample, ·only  one case  of disappe8rance  or damage· to. equipment  was 
recorded, which is very important for the establishment of trust between the pariners. On the wh~le,  th~ use 
of the equiplnent was properly monitored. It was often young teaching staff who. introduced the studenL'I  tO 
the equipment after having themseives benefited from  the mobility scheme. One successful initiative was 
taken within  the  frame'York  of a chemistry  project,  where  the partners used  their grants  to enable the  . 
techniCal sraff of a Dutch university to travel  to an eligible country to help  ins~i new equipment Apart 
-29-from lbc practical benefits, the association of university personnel, otber than stu~ts  aod teaching staff, in 
a TEMPUS project tends to strcogtben the links betweeo institutions.  · 
On-site observations  bave  indicated  that  tbe  hardware  was  more  often  than  not  bought  locally  at  the 
initiative of tbe partners of the eligible country. In most cases, Western  contractors  we~e responsible for 
paymeot. A large number of  companies specialising in hardware bave representatives in the capitals of tbe 
eligible countries and prices are verY competitive. 
The future of projects  w~re  equipment plays a major role depends Jargely on  the care ·taken in terms of 
operation and mainteoanee. Here attitudes vary. On the whole, the provision of equipment is a significant 
elemcot in the process of helping uoivecsities in the beoeficiary countries to mieb ao  international level. 
TEMPUS is seen as  the maio source of financing, at international level, wbicb assists these countries in 
catching up. This is all the  DlOfC desirable since scieoce in the eligible countries is gencmlly of a  good 
theoretical level. 
Nevettbeless.  the conclusions of the evaluation reports  drew attention  to the need  to update equipment 
together with teacbing methods. Tccboique should not be considered an end in itself and the acquisition of 
equip~t.  sophisticated as it may be, should not cover up concern on bow it fits  in the context of a more 
global organisation, in the optimisation of human rcsoun:es and iii tbe profound n:structuring of  curricular 
conteot. 
S.  COOPERATION BETWEEN UNIVERSITIES AND INDUSTRY 
5.1.  Industry contributlous 
.  . 
The number of  economic actors or, more generally, representatives of  economic life invoi\'Cd in the sample 
c:boseu for tbc site visit programme was small. Only nine projects out of 39 indicated actions linked with 
industry. Tbis reflects the limited presence of industry in tbc TEMPUS Scheme during its first two years of 
activity. 
Despite  having the  legal  form  of companies,  some economic  actors  are  in  fact  training institutions or 
advisoly  bodies  that  will  not  necessarily  contribute  significaody  to  tbe  programmes  io  the  field  d 
university-enterprise cooperation  . 
. 
The expert assessment bas initially found n0 exact c:orrespoodence bctwccn the formal participation by an 
'industrial' partDer in a JEP and the actual level acbievCd by cooperation with industry.  · 
Some ioduslrial  partners  in  the eligible countries bave made a  particularly  limited contribution  to tbe 
Scbemc.  It is  true  that  in  some  cases  they  are  mainly  conccmcd  witb  the  restructuriog  of theic own 
activities. 1be' few industrial enterprises in the Community direed)' involved in the projects bave bad a more 
· aetive role.  These partners bave included the Antwerp port authorities wbo arc  iDvolvcd  in a  'transport' 
prc)ject in Poland, the aeronautical consortium participating in lhe STAR project in Poland and the British 
StceJ Conaullants' cooperation activity in tbe Czecb Republic. 
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In cootrut. other orgimisatioos have' shown interest in the projects evea though they wae not present from 
the beginains. In Western Europe, tbis'wa.• the case with enterprises wishiog to offa" practical plaoemeols 
to students from ~  eligible countries. In the East. some enterprises showed interest in continuing training 
programoiel and intensive courses for their exccuti~  and management staff  .. Others eveo sbowed a more 
geaera1 interest in the project: two Czech  s~l  works were inteleStcd .in a project in Oslnlva (CZ) aod abc 
HUDJarian Atomic Eiletgy Board aod 1bc Gas and Oil Cooperatie>c in a geology project. ·  ··  ' 
Fmally,  other influential. economic  actors  bavc  shown. concrete  interest· in  specific  ptOgrammes.  Tbc 
Ministry for Economic Affairs in Slovenia demonstraeed ioteleSt in a management project in Ljubljana; tbc 
Business 8Dcllnnovation Centre established with the help of PHARE in· tbC C:i.ecb Republic or the i'egioUJ 
authorities in Gdansk (PL) for tbC EoviroDiDeatal Ceutn:..  ·  ·  '  · 
5.2.  Various, forms of  cooperation 
Tbc topics for University-industry cooperation are poteolially' varied. lu practice, they are at vecy unequal 
stages of  development  ·  ·  · · 
The participation of industry in defining tbc contents of  initial training courses is virtually nil. This idea is 
correct  iii  principle:  an  enterprise  should  be  able  to  fonnulate  its  requimments  with  mgard  to  abc 
educational system. making it possible to adapt initial training and provide tbe necess&l)' skilled personoel. 
ill practice, ,individual enterprises, often struuling to SurviVe. are nOt in a  position to anticipate trcocls BDd 
define tbCir requircmcDts.  · ·  ' ·  ·  · · 
.  .  .  . 
Tbe results. Ire also very poor witb reprd to  research contracts.  IDdUSir)'. is often  not  financially  iD  a 
position  to pass .  on orders  to  universities.  eveo  in  sccton1  where important technological  developmicnts 
ladiq  to specific applications bave been achieved with tbe help of·TEMPUS and,olbcr!L 
lo COGtrut.  training activities developed in  the  universities of Central  aod  Eastern  European  countries 
wbicb  are directed  towards  conipaoy  personnel,  oftco  (but uot  exclusively)  io  tbe  form  ()f intensive 
placements in companies. are a guaranteed success" EXamples of this can be found at Toran (PL), where 
80111 of tbe.studen" in u_ 'SME in Manasemeat' come from eotelprises in Sofia. Cuj, Ljubljlna, amons 
others. In aamost all cases, the subject area COJK;Cmed is management with its di~  specialisations. Apart 
from R.SpODdiag to the requi.rCments of  1oc8J ecooomies. tbe .sUccess of this approiu:b mates  ~t Possible. to 
consider fioancial contributions vital to the numiog of  universities.  1 
Pro~  fc)r practical pl~nts  of students within companies have, oa the wbole, beeo successful. Ia 
tenna.. of ~-West  flows.,  requirements could not be cotilely satisfied,  bUt  tbcrC have  nev~lcss beea 
mcereltina icbievcmcnts. Tbe port of Antwerp. bosted mom than 20 students aod, at Rostilde, practical  . 
plicemeats toot  place in  enterprises dealing  witb  environmental  problems.  Witb  regards  io West-East 
flows.  the succ:ess  rate  was  more  sipificant, .but  the  numbers  were  limited.  Dutch  students .from  the 
Ho&=JCbool  DeD  Haag  viSited  Polaod  aod  a number· Of  French-speaking  eoginecriOg 'studentS  visited 
Hqary. 
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6.1. . The factors or  success 
The organisaboMt and management methods used by the networks withfo the sainple icC:eivcd  ~ positive 
overall asscssmeal  .. 
1bc factors lcadioc to a satisfactory assessment of project management ~  as foUows: 
•  involvemeot of  all partners aud a c:enain amount of  individual invcstmeat; 
•  a sigilific:ao.t degree of  initiative left to lbe lqlteSentatives of  tbc eligib~e countries; 
•  a n:alistic and structlm:d programme which keeps to the agreed timetable; 
•  clear division of  tasks and tapODSibilities; 
. •  sound finaocial management 
. _  .... -~·-· 
In addition, strong personalities capable of enlivening .the network and inspiring their colleagues with cbe 
occcssary calbusiasm arc equally necessary. 
On the ·whole, tbe projects involving partners who already knew each  OCher (through projccu of scieotific 
cooperation or involvement in other European programmes) were at an  advantage and we= able to WOik 
togctber men spontaneously. Specific cases are a tribology project in Suceava (RO); an  ltitlian language 
project  in  P6cs  (il}  and  regional  cooperation  linking  Budapest,  Warsaw  and· Darmstadt  in  lhc 
microelectronics field. 
This last project, together with the biochemistry project involving Prague and Paris VI, the Applied Modem 
Languages prOject in Cluj aod the cooperation betweca Sofia aod Maastricht on information technology, is a 
good cxamp~  of  the personal effort invested in the project by the coordinator. 
IDStimtions from  the  digible countries  \VCI'e  also actively  iavolved in  other projects. in addition  to  lbe 
majority  of those mentioned above  such  as the  leacling  role the  University of G0d6116  (H) plays  in an 
agricultural progranlmc, wbeR it acted both as Contractor and Coordinator. receiving support from a local 
TEMPUS Office.  . 
Dcmocnlic and collegiate decision-~  is also a key to success and is achieved by ensuring an opeo 
atmosphere in which informa#on flows fn=ely. This requires regular meetings of  the pa.rtoers;-tWo sessioos a 
year bemg a realistic objective (thiS naturally depeods on the specific conditions). In ooe project tbe partntts 
met six times a year without the ovenn efficiency. being superior to that observed elsewile& 
6.2.  · Network practice 
Tbere  does not seem to be  a  significant dift'em:tc:e  in  quality or efficiency  between  'small' and  'large' 
oetworks, eveo if  practice and constraints are diffwent 
;.· f .. 
In  the '1arge' oetworb (such  as  the  regional  Heidelberg  project  for  lamguag~ ~  the French-speaking 
oetwork), a limited management structure (steering cOmmittees) bad to be set up· which', as a rule, .  consists 
only of  the more active pattneiS. This does oot, however, mean thai the others play an insignificant part. but 
merely  that  their  role  is  more  liinited  (e.g.  hosting  of trainees  or students  for  example).  The  'small' 
networks, in theOry more flexible, always roo the 'risk of a bilateral drift if  ooe oflhe Western partners is 
passive and witbdrawti.  · ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  '  ·  ·  ·· 
A total  of six projects coordinated by the eligible country institutions  were  visitect'tbis year.  There is  no 
.  qualitative  dift'ereoce  between  this  group  and  all  the  otber  projects  where  network  management  is 
conCemcd. In tWo projects of the sample, tbe role of the Coo~r  had been transfemid to the institution of 
the eligible Country in the tbird.year of the project and the financial audits whicb.took place iu Praglie (Cl) 
aDd 0&16110 (H) turned out tO be eotiiely satisfactory.  ·  · 
Similarly, the separation between the functions of contractor and coordinator can  be excellently managed 
wbeo  carried  out  conecdy.  Here~· coordination  betWeen  tbe  organisation  of activities  and  financial 
management always requires a superior personal effort by both tbc coordinator and tbe c:oo~r.  · 
Good project management requires tbe ability to plan strategically. Projects wbicb have received the overall 
evaluation. of 'poor' and 'average' are often those wbere decisions are taken  On  a case. by case  basis. and 
without an overall vision. This often-results in a great deal of  energy beiog unriecessarily wasted. Very few 
projects practice regular self-assessment, tbe Budapest-Warsaw-Diumstadt consortium. already  mentiooed~ 
being a happy exception.  · 
The networks do, hovlevcr, change d~ring·  the course of a project Experience shoWs that if one partner is  · 
not  up to  a task, or is  in  connict with  the din:Ction  chosen  by the  majority  of the other  partners, it  is 
preferable to take prompt and appropriate action.  Conlrariwise. tbe expertS R:spoosible for  the evaluation 
ba~e  .  also  bad  wide-ranging  reactions  to  suggestions  for  enlargement  of networks ·by  some  operators; 
Although enlargement is desirable for  balancing a project tbat is excessively  bilateral, ·it entails  CCrtaio 
risks,  e.g.  DOa-achievemcot  of' the initial .programme,  scatter' effects  and  diffieulties in integrating  oew 
elements (e.g  .. during tbe,tbint year, for example);  · ·  · · 
Network operations cannot be. addressed without brief mention of their· approach to languages. Activity is 
made difficult by the laek of  one common working language (this bas beeo observed in ooe cue). In ttae vast 
majority of c8sea, the working language is English, particularly wbeO the oetwoib are wide-ranging and 
include participants· from a number of  differeot countries. When rhC projects are centred about the culture 
and ideotity of  one EC Member State, it is the language of that particulm; country that takeS priority, as in 
·tbe.case of the 'French-speaking oetwork'.and the Italian language project in Hungary. Germao' is·uscdas 
tbe working language in the TIJilisOa.ra project (RQ), while. Fn:ocb is used in a medic81 project in tbe Czech 
aod SIO~ait Republi<:S.  . .  .  . 
Almost all  pro~  coordinators, in  particular those of projCcts which run  smoothly, emphasised that they 
themselves bad to invest a larse amount of time to enliven the JEP and that  d~ey had to mobilise funds from 
their own institutions in the form of  contributions to structural costs beyond the collipensatioos foreseeli by 
the ·programme management Aware of. the need to make CEEC institutions beoefit as  mucb as possible 
from available funding, the coordinators mentioned. that they have to accept tbc preseot.situatioo. They also 
disco'Wied .(in ·tbe  case  of lhoie. iDdividuals  with  no  previous  experience  of i~teiuatiooal programme 
management)  that tbe  mastery of; a programme  of this  ltiod. mqum. not  only  academic  and  teachlnc 
competeace, but geouine fliailagerial skills. 
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'IEMPUS was  established to respond  to the needs of the eligible countries in the fields of training and 
higher education.  It  forms  part  of a  general  EC  aid  progranune  created  to  promote  the  economic 
iestructuring of the countries of  Central and Eastein Europe (PHARE). During the various stages of project 
selection, particular. attention was given to those projects which not only included realistic short-term goals 
but also ~  to have long-term effects on the development of higher education in the eligible countries. 
The academic experts participating in the evaluation missions wac asked to aSsess JEPs in. terms of time; 
··  · while the projeCt was in opemtion; in terms of  short and long-term effects; in terms of  ~ir  ''spatial' impact. 
i.e their impact on the dep8rtmeot, the faculty, the university in question and higher education in general.· 
The 'impact a8sessment was based on a scale of  'high', 'average' and 1ow' impact. 
It is interesting to see the results of the statistical treatment based on the assessment documcots filled in by 
the academic Cxperts of  the site visit team. 
ln1)CICt ollhe prolectl 
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1.  THE 'SPATIAL' DIMENSION REVEALS SUBSTANTIAL DIFFERENCES 
At  departiMIIIUvel 
An ab110lutc majority opinion conaiden that the JEP5 visited have, on the whole, had a high intpacl on the 
departments concerned. The  academic experts gave  this  positive assessment  to  71%  of the projects in 
operation. In 60CJf, of  the projects, there is a short-term impact and in 34% even a long..fenn impact. 
At  faculty hvel 
'IEMPUS bas bad  an appreciable imp~  at faculty level. The experts assessed all project$ as  having an 
'average' level of  impact for the duration of  the project as well as in the long-term. · 
-34-It is intetesting to note that-8ome 67% of the p~jects which had a significant impact at depa[tment ievel 
-C~,:- (23CJ,  of the sample) also had a  high impact at faculty level during the course of the projecL In terms of 
~:·~t_o  long-term iinpact, the experts gave 33% of  the projects a ~igbassessmenL 
At university lniel 
Effects are harder to assess as soon as one moves to university level. Most experts indicated that lEPs have a 
'weak' to 'avemge' impact both during project operation and in the long-term. None of  the projects achieVed 
the highest mark. during their period of  operation at least.  '  .  .  . 
Ai higher education level 
·, 
Individual JEPs have little  immediate effect  on  the  restructuring  of· higher education.  One project in 
Romania bas nevertheless been  assessed as  havi(Jg  a  high ~ate  impact~ The ov~  assessment, 
however, is situated between 'weak' and 'average'. The experts are a little more optimistic with regard to the 
long-term, since the impact was slightly greater for higher education as a whole.' 
Other 
'  '.  .  .  .·.  .  . 
The impact outside higher education cannot be measured very easily. Effects on links with the economy, on 
relations betWeen regions and on research etc. fall under this beading. Many experts assessed the projects 
examioed rather favourably,  at least according  to  long-term criteria.  This,  however,  only  concerns  a 
minority of  the sample. In most cases, the experts found it impossible to measure the external impact of the 
projects and therefore have not assessed fJlem at all. 
2.  THE TIME.DIMENSION IS LESS SIGNIFICANT 
According to the experL'I, the impact that project.'! have at department and faculty level will diminish over 
time.  By contrast, the results for  university and higher education are more  varied and,  in some cases, 
projects can be predicted to have more visible consequences in a  few years time at national level. These 
conclusions are very .logical as, during a  visit, it is relatively easy to measure the imrnematc  effect of a 
project on its environment: It is, however, much more difficult to assess its impact at university or national 
level. Taking account of the time required for responses to be generated within the educational system.· it is · 
not wrong to assume that a local initiative .  will only attain· its full value in three to five years,  when it is 
barmonised with other initiatives or with the wishes of national authorities. 
3.  ~  FACfORS DETERMINING IMPACf 
The impact at dep&rtmeot level is judged to be high when the baSic activities of a project have be'en carried 
out  correctly:  sound  management  of mobility  flows,  provision  of equipment  that  n1cets  educational 
requirements, introduction of new ~aching.  tools, development of  new Courses. 
-35-For a project to have a high impact at the university faculty Jevel, it has  to meet more than just individual 
teacher or student requirements. It must disseminate new educational approaches or develop the recognition 
of study periods. Above all, the project must have an  effect in terms of restructuring. In this context, the 
creation  of new departments  is  significant.  Several  examples  can  be given:  the  Department  for  Dairy 
Technology at the University of Agriculture in Poznan (PL); the Department for Maritime Ports in Szczecin 
(PL), the Business School of the Technical University in  Bmo (CZ); the creation of an  'Education Centre' 
for distance learning at the Medical University in Dcbrccen (H), etc. Cooperation between faculties is also a 
sign  of strong  impact at  institutional level.  An  example of this  includes  the  Centre  for  Environmental 
StUdies at the University of Gdansk (PL). Examples of cooperation between departments c'n be seen at the 
L. EOtvos University in Budapest (H) or the University of  Agriculture in Gooollo (H). 
High impact at institutional level was also accredited to projects identified by the university representatives 
as promoting their institution as a 'centre of excellence' in  a field  that gives or contributes to  giving their 
institution a new image. 
The prospect of  integration in a permanent European network also leads to a high impact. 
The small number of projects which have a high impact on  higher education are those that develop new 
curricula which can  be considered original or serve as a model  for  the country. This is  the case with the 
Department for Applied Modem Languages of the  University  of Cluj  (RO)  and the 'Business School of 
Transylvania', again at Cluj. A project has obviously more chances of achieving a high impact at national 
level if  it involves a subject area which is not traditionally represented in the eligible countries. 
Human factors may also influence, albeit to a lesser extent. the impact of projects. University officials who 
are actively involved in the restructuring of higher education in  the eligible countries and who  were  met 
during the visits, expressed a genuine interest in the projects leading to structural changes. A number of the 
university rectors  visited assured  the  visitors  team  that they  were  supporting  the  respective JEPs on  a 
personal and institutional level. 
4.  UNIVERSITIES AS PROMOTERS OF CHANGE 
The above-mentioned comments on the stronger  impac~ of projects at local level have to be considered in 
relation to the objectives of TEMPUS in its initial stage and to the conditions existing when the scheme was 
launched. The projects visited started up in 1990/91 or 1991192, at a time when the emphasis was on direct 
contacts between  institutions  (which  very  often  meant contacts  between  university  people  belonging  to 
different institutions)  based  on  a  bottom-up  approach.  The approach  of linking  these  site  initiatives  to 
national priorities correlated with policies of restructuring higher education is thus more recent, and it will 
take some time before the effect of  the projects set up within this new framework can be evaluated. 
Looking  through  these analyses,  two  diverging  categories  emerge:  the  'department-faculty'  set  and  the 
'university-higher education' set. 
A project approved  by  its  department, therefore, stands a good chance of being taken  into consideration 
within  the  faculty.  There  are  certainly  several  reasons  for  this  phenomenon:  geographical  proximity, 
reasonable size of  the faculties, proximity of academic interests. 
- 36-.  '  ... 
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In contrast. projects do not necessarily influence the host university, and they are, to a certain extent. just as 
. easy (or difficult) to be ·recognised: on  a national  ~evel as ,on an institutional level For certain staff it is 
possible  that  their' academic  specialisation  is  more  important  thaJi. their. attachment  to  their  'home' 
institution. The coordinator ofa projecrin oiao'agement. for example, stands more chaDce of winning tbe 
interest of a colleagUe within ~·same  subject area in ano·thcr town or of a Ministry expert. th'an ~  Rector 
of bis own university, if  the latter is a scientist. It is also probable that. with the context tending toward ibe 
independcoce of the universities as well as .the decentralisation of  authority within institutions, the rectors 
are  DO  longer in a  position to  measure  cia~y what the_ir  margin ofmaoocuVIe may be.  These remarks 
bigbligbt the faet that a  universitY as such and its executive are not clearly perceived as onc.of the levers « 
· change. As one expert from 8n eligible 'countrY stated, ."the univcrsities,of the eligible countries must have 
stronger institutional development  strategies and concentrate on.  projects· providing  strong  support (this 
nevertheless ~mcs  that universities become active participants in_ the decision-makioS process)". 
Multi-disciplinarity and  man~gemeot .skills,  are  therefore  con: characteristics.  The  decision  to  direct a 
proportion  of the site  visits  towards .the  institutions .the~ves in  1993194  should  make  it  possible  to 
analyse the progress madC in this field mOre thoroughly.  ; 
5.  Maintaining the networks 
The possibility for projects and. networks built 'around them to cootiDue ~it  activities beyond the third year 
of funcijng  by  TEMPUS  is  a  good  sign  of their  in-depth  effectivcoess  and  their long-tenD  impact  on 
universities.·  · · 
As a nale, projects classified as 'poor' or 'average' lire not in a position to deal with such conccms. Howcva-,· 
there are alsO good projects wbicb, because tbey operate in a specialised field that is unlilcely at first. sight to 
attract extcmal funding, bave expresse.;f coricem as to bow they will cootin'ue _in the post.:.TEMPuS period. 
AID~ng the good projects wishing to continue, several are well within the frameWork of TEMPUS; Tbcse 
are. mainly  projects in  their secood  year  of operation  which  are  planning to  increase  their  number  d 
·partners, often with anotbCr Community country, particularly wben the partners become aware that their 
project. set up on·a national basis, would benefit from the contribution of  experieoce (rom otber Community 
countries. This is  the case. with  the introduction  of new  curricula and positively reflects  an  analysis d 
university needs in the eligible country. In this way a project in Roi:nania, originally set up in cooperatioli 
with Prance, will now cooperate· with Germany and an originally ·British project will now be exteodcd to 
include a French-speaking  institution.  In· most  cases  the  DeW  partner,  who' can  contribute. the  req~ 
specialisation, comes through an•ERASMUS network in wbicb oocoftbe,partocn Of the TEMPuS project 
bas alteady been involvecl  ·  · 
A number of projects in their third year e'xpressed the wish to submit a new. proposal. One mobility proje(:t 
wants to take its specialisation  further,  and· in  another rictwork, an  eligible countlj institUtion  waorS  tO 
' become· a coordinator.  ,  ·  ·  ·  ' 
The main concern for coordinators of projects that are now expiring is bow to consolidate and maiown the 
experience gained in the partnership with TEMPUS. Even tbougb none of the projects visited can operate 
on  a  self-financing  basis,  tbere  is a  generat  desire  to  continue· the cooperation  betwcco ·  partnen. The 
partnen do, however,  stress  the danger of jeopardising project acbieveJDCDts  due  to  a lack of financial 
resources.· The maintenance and iepair of equipment or tbc nanning of new cowscs established with  the 
participation of international  partners  requires  fmanciil  resources  which  are  not  at  the disposal  of tbe 
eligible couotty univenities.  · 
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.  ·~ The most frequent questions put to tbe team of visitors were bow the academic community could benefit 
from the newly developed cuniculli. (representatives &om a number of Romanian universities in particular 
expressed. their interest in the Applied Modem Languages programme during a ·visit to the university at 
Cluj) or bow to encourage the usc of new teaching material, allowing otber faculties to benefit from it.  u  . 
WelL  .  . 
Referring to the future of their partnership, some JEPs are turning towards other European programmes 
·  sucb as PHARE (mentioned in Slovenia), ACE and resean:b programmes. Other projects want to aeare 
broad  trans-national networks without becoming  part of a specific programme. 'nJe establisbmeat of a 
'European Chemistry Network'  bas already  been  announced.  TEMPUS  bas allowed  partDetS  to  become 
involved and a 'European University of Aeronautics'  should emerge next year as  a result of a network 
acated under COMETr.:TEMPUS support made it possible for Poland to join. 
In at least two cases, bilateral aid schemes have been mentioned as a possible source of finance; the United 
Kingdom  (British Council,  Know-How  Fund)  and  France  (Ajfaires Etrangires).  Local  financing  does, 
however,  exist  within  tbe  n;MPUS · Scheme  and  is  usually  provided  by  governments  or  national 
· founda,tioas.  Some  projects  have  been  based  on  cooperation  between  universities· or twinniog  betweeu 
regions (Gdansk-Roskilcle, Coostanza..Bsut). 
In contrast, as a result of economic difficulties, few projects are willing to take the risk of  ·trying to obtain, 
even on a  short-term  basis,  grants  from  local  industry.  However,  in  at  lea5t  two  cases  (Bulgaria  and 
Slovenia) it bas been mentioned that a significant contribution to tbe finaDcial stability of the progralmnes 
might  come  &om  the  students  themselves  where,  it is  true,  adults  following  a  continuing  training 
p~gramme  in the field of  management. are involved. 
As far as the maintenance of  netWorks  is coocemed, JEP partners having a direct link to  ERASMUS  or 
CO.ME'IT projects, have also expressed their desire to be integrated into a permanent EuroPean network. 
1be contribution of  these networks-to higher education in Europe will ensure valuable cooperation and the 
fostering of integrated education programmes. This is the case with several JEPs, particularly in medicine 
· (coordinated by Rotterdam), in  the  field of social security (Leuven), modem languages (Heidelberg) and · 
aeronautics (Taleoi:e).  · 
Following a number of expert missions it bas been jx>inted out that several. representatives of organisations 
in the eligible countries bave raised the issue of joining EC educational programmes sucb as ERASMUS 
and ECTS 'in the abort or medium· term. This desire bas been plrticularly voiced. in Hunguy, and,  to a 
lcsscreittent.,in Poland and~  Czecb Republic.  ·  · 
Tbe assessment of  the impact that JEPs have already bad on their environment and the realisation that most 
networks established by the projects want to remain operative beyond the third year of financing justify the 
initiative  for  launching  a  new  action,  Joint  European  Networks,  for  the  academic  year  1993194.  The 
provision of  grants, even limited to one or two years. to allow networks to continue meeting, to e'oable other 
institutions to benefit from their experience, to ensure the servicing of  tbe equipment installed in the eligible 
counties, would tOO.ay meet the expectations of operators involved in  tbe programme and hopefully ensure 
that the aCc:omplisbmeots achieved through cooperation are not lost. 
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1be site visit programme  conducted during .1992193  provided  valuable  information  on the  state of the 
dewlopmcot of actions c:anied out within the framework of TEMPUS. It mobilised a-considenible number 
·.  of  academic experts, covered all the eligible countries (which already bad projects running in their second 
year) and significantly piesent subjects in the programme.  · 
From this point of  view, dte sample can be cOnsidered representative; it does not provide a description of all 
the situations ~untered,  but highlights the main characteristics of projects in  progR~SS, meotiooing both 
· their suecesses and their limitations.  - · 
Ia aa asseiiSIIIalt where the opinion of experts from the academic world played a leading ~le, the fact that 
· 60'l' of the projects were considend 'excellent' or 'good' must be considcred a result worthy of praise. In this 
fC'SPCCt· it· should be remembered that TEMPUS was set up  in a great hurry,  in an environment of rapid 
· ~es  ia eligible country political, economic and social levels. The European Community and its higher 
. education  institutions  bad  no .  previous experience  of a cooperatiOn  programme,  on  such  a scale,  with 
.  another geographic block.  . 
It is normal, in·  such a context, that a few projects should demoastrate omissions, either in the achievement 
of objectiw:s or in the luanagemeot  ~ld; their number remains  very limited .  and follow-up  or conec:tive 
measuJaJ bave been taken.  ·  ·· 
The site viSit ciunpaign could not have been c~ed  out without the active and efficient participation of the 
National TBMPUS Offices in the eligible countries. TheSe offices b8ve contributed ilot oilly to the smooth 
riiDDilig of  the site visits, but 8lso to tbe evaluation of  the projects that c:Oncem them di!ecdy. 
In appointing their academic experts. the National TEMPUS Offices have contributed tO the establishment 
of a c:me of  evaluators. These oftic:es are thus taking part in the widespmad movemeot which, within the 
fmmewodt of.  the restructuring of higher education  systems in  the eligible. c:Ountries,  aimS at prodUcing 
. reliUle aad indepeadent university evaluation procedures. · 
;:  '-- . 
Finally, the expectations arouSed by the site visits and by~  R:Sults already obtaiaied lead to the conclusion 
that such a programJIIe must continue. In view oftbe need to creite a sample that will.be as representative 
as possible, it is likely tbat sOme SO site visits will take place during the 1993194 academic year. 
Most of tbcse  visits will  involve projects.  Howevec,  there  wUI  be one  change •. The re-orientation· of tbc 
TEMPUS  Scbcmc,  as regafds a more widespread consideration of the priorities determined  by  natiooal 
audaoiities and an awareness of the strategic element that universities and their administration ~nt, 
has led the Commission to propose that a significant number of visits· be directed towards higher education 
institutionS u  such. This will. be the case for institutions benefiting from sevetal TEMPUS projects, where 
the auesainent  Will try to analyse the synergy between the ditietenti'~  of  intau&tioaaJ. ~on.  · 
'  . 
'-·" 
-39-For lbae rasoas; rbe TEMPUS .evaluatioa system, .which also catails a replar clialope betweeD the EC 
TEMPUS Oftice and the people relponsible for the pmjectl,.,. well as.u.cxtemaJ evaluation to be canied 
out iD  1994, is .beiaJ reinforcechacb yur so that the CoiiiiDUiaity, RatioaaJ  authorities (from the eligible 
c:Ounfriea IDd the Member States), academic commuility ud Ill lhe institutions affected by the· TEMPUS 
. objedives CID assess as clearly IS pouible the results obtaiDed wicb regard to the ·raoun:cs invested. 
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